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ABSTRACT
Signed networks transform the information encoded by conventional graphs by attaching either a positive or a negative sign to every edge. This subtle modification vastly enhances the modelling capabilities of graphs. For instance, in a social network, where edges might represent interactions between users, the sign may determine whether an exchange was friendly or hostile. However, the introduction of edge signs invalidates many established methods and results from the graph-mining toolbox, and thus, problem formulations and algorithmic techniques must be studied anew. In this tutorial, we aim to provide an overview of the literature in mining signed networks. We will present the most important theoretical results since their inception to the present day, and we will reflect on emerging applications and directions for future work.
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1 TOPIC AND RELEVANCE
Just like graphs, signed networks are comprised of a set of vertices and a set of edges, each of which connects a pair of vertices. The difference is that in signed networks, every edge is either positive or negative. The study of signed networks was initially motivated by social balance theory [9], which essentially formalizes the old adage “the enemy of my enemy if my friend”. The introduction of signs entails significant changes in fundamental graph notions. For instance, density measures in an unsigned graph are usually formulated such that a missing edge induces a penalty. However, in signed networks, what should incur a larger penalty? The absence of an edge or the presence of a negative one? Conventional formulations of density and the associated algorithms are thus insufficient to meaningfully analyze signed networks, and we must therefore consider novel approaches. Similar differences apply to a host of other graph mining tasks, such as community detection, graph partitioning and graph drawing.

Relevance. Over the last few years, social-media platforms have gained a foothold as one of the main stages where public discourse takes place. In addition, increasing polarization in politics and abusive behaviour online are eroding the health of democratic societies worldwide. Thus, whereas past applications of graph mining in social media have focused, for instance, on finding dense communities and clusters, today there is a growing interest in finding pockets of antagonistic activity, or in predicting abusive interactions. Thus, the study of signed networks is particularly well motivated in the current political and societal climate.

1.1 Outline
The tutorial will be divided into four sections: introduction, theory, problems & applications, and future directions. Here we present an overview and outline of the topics to be covered.

Introduction.
• Definition of signed network.
• Motivation.

Theory.
• Balance and status theory. Signs can be interpreted in different ways. They can for instance indicate friendship/enmity or admiration/disdain. These interpretations lead to balance [9] and status theory [16], respectively. We will discuss basic concepts and present fundamental results.
• Spectral theory. The spectral theory of signed graphs is fundamentally different to that of their unsigned counterparts. We will define the signed Laplacian [10] and discuss its properties. We will introduce the concept of switching equivalence [18] and its implications.

Problems and applications.
• Node ranking [6, 12, 20].
• Graph partitioning and clustering [4, 11].
• Community detection and polarization in social media [1, 5, 8].
• Link and sign prediction [3, 14, 15].
• Dense subgraph discovery in signed networks [2].
• Graph embedding and representation learning [7, 13, 19].
• Recommendations in signed networks [17].

Future directions. Research interest in signed networks has increased significantly over the last few years. We will discuss opportunities for further inquiry in the near future, covering some of the most compelling open problems and emerging applications.

2 TUTORIAL DETAILS
Duration. The tutorial is planned as half-day tutorial.
Interaction style. This is a lecture-style tutorial. There is no need for the audience members to use any software during the tutorial.

Audience. This tutorial is aimed at
- algorithm designers and practitioners interested in graph analysis;
- researchers in the domain of social-network analysis.

Only elementary graph theory and basic linear algebra are required. Attendees are expected to gain a high-level understanding of the most important concepts in signed graph mining, such as balance and spectral theory.

Previous editions. This is the first edition of this tutorial. To the best of our knowledge, a similar tutorial covering a broad range of topics in signed networks has not been presented before.

Tutorial materials. The employed slides will be made freely available online.

There are no copyright issues.

Equipment. Only the standard equipment is needed.
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